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What is and why do we need a 

business risk assessment?

• An assessment of how vulnerable 

the business is to the risk of ML 

and TF enables the identification 

of “risk hot spots” through the 

consideration of certain risks that 

the company is exposed to

Why do we need a BRA?

• identify gaps or opportunities for improvement in AML policies, procedures 

and processes 

• make informed decisions about risk appetite and implementation of control 

efforts, allocation of resources, technology spend 

• assist management in ensuring that resources and priorities are aligned with 

its risk

• assist management in understanding how the compliance programme aligns 

with its risk profile 

• develop risk mitigation strategies including applicable internal controls and 

therefore lower a business unit or business line’s residual risk exposure 

• ensure senior management and the Board are made aware of the key risks, 

control gaps and remediation efforts 

• assist senior management with strategic decisions in relation to further issues 

of crypto assets, exits

• ensure regulators are made aware of the key risks, control gaps and 

remediation efforts across the sector
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The BRA

The 4
th

AMLD, transposed into Maltese law by virtue of the PMLFTR states that: 

• Every subject person shall take appropriate steps, proportionate to the nature and 

size of its business, to identify and assess the risks of money laundering and 

funding of terrorism that arise out of its activities or business;

• A subject person shall take into account risk factors including those relating to 

customers, countries or geographical areas, products, services, transactions and 

delivery channels; and 

• A subject person shall also take into consideration any national or supranational 

risk assessments relating to risks of ML and FT

The Business Risk Assessment must be:

• Based on quantitative and qualitative information

• Needs to be properly documented

• Reviewed regularly and kept up-to-date

• Process can be aligned to the nature and size and type of subject person

• Readily available to the FIAU upon demand

How to carry out a business risk 

assessment?



Identify the ML risks relevant to your business

Carry out a detailed risk assessment of your 

business – Ask awkward questions

 Design and put in place controls to manage 

and reduce the impact of these risks

 Monitor the controls and improve their efficiency

 Keep records of what you did and why you did it
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What is the output of a business risk 

assessment?

Level of Inherent Risk – Mitigating Measures = Level of Residual Risk

Compiling the BRA – example of a Heat Map
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What risk areas should we consider?

• Product and/or service risk

• Customer risk

• Activity risk

• Geographical risk

• Delivery or channel risk

Examples of high risk

• Product and/or service risk

• VFA issuer

• Accepting only fiat?

• Accepting fiat and crypto?

• VFA Licence Holder

• Wallet?

• Exchange?

• Fiat to crypto?

• Crypto to crypto?

• Crypto to fiat?

• Excessively high or low price 

attached to the VFA transferred 

when compared to the market 

price

• Large financial transactions

• Use of higher risk digital 

currencies eg Monero

• IVFAO is not capped per user
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Examples of high risk

• Geographical risk

• The customer transfers funds 

or VFAs from/to a jurisdiction 

with which he has no apparent 

connection

• The customer is from a 

jurisdiction with lax regulatory 

framework for VFAs

• The customer is from a 

sanctioned country

Examples of high risk scenarios

• Customer risk

• Overly secretive

• Using anonymiser software, mixer

• Favours cold storage or dark wallets

• Avoiding direct contact with VFA 

operator

• Reluctant to provide information

• Customer is a PEP

• Customer has made payments to 

websites associated with illegal activity

• No safeguards against the use of 

proxies, unverifiable IP addresses, 

disposable email addresses etc
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The BRA and Third Parties

• Carry out due diligence

• Obtain an understanding of their procedures, 

software tools, AML experienced personnel

• Understand if they have had any brushes with 

the regulator

• Obtain information about them, even 

informally

• Carry onsite inspections and examine files

• Due diligence to be repeated periodically

Other considerations

14

• The subject person is responsible for drafting the BRA

• Assistance from specialists can be sought

• The BRA can also be established by an association representing 

the industry (IPs Section 3.3.2). However the SP still remains 

responsible and should ensure that the methodology used 

reflects their actual activities and specificities

• The BRA and any revisions to it must be approved by the Board 

“Even such approval has to be properly documented 

(e.g.through Board minutes or resolutions)”

• For VFAs, the BRA is to include a note confirming which of the 

listed factors in the sectoral guidance applies to them and why

• For VFAs the BRA is to be reviewed every 6months “due to the 

nature of the rapidly evolving sector”
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How do you include the NRA and the 

Supranational RA into your own BRA?

15

• NRA is silent on VFAs

• EU SNRA was issued in June 2017

• “The Commission has identified 40 products or services that are 

considered potentially vulnerable to ML/TF risks affecting the 

internal market. These cover …… some not included in the scope of 

the Directive but considered relevant for the SNRA” (virtual 

currencies mentioned together with crowd funding)

• “Emerging products – such as crowdfunding platforms and virtual 

currencies – appear to be significantly exposed to ML/TF risks”

• It warns also that AML risks increase when other subject persons eg

gaming companies allow players to use virtual currencies

What is the link between the BRA and the 

CRA? 

16

• The BRA is the cornerstone of the CRA

• The output of the CRA is usually quantitative – a number 

is determined for each client using a tool and the number 

depends on

• The type of client 

• The service 

• The geography

• The delivery channel

• The number is related back to the risk appetite set by the 

Board, so for eg a rating of 9 on a scale of 1-10 would be 

considered HIGH risk
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CRA and the necessary measures

Measures for ‘normal’ risk customers
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Common pitfalls

Not DocumentedConsiders risks 

which are 

irrelevant to AML

No buy-in from senior 

management/Board –

just another compliance 

exercise

Done superficially 

– doesn’t cut it

No linkages 

with the 

business – a 

stand-alone 

exercise

Pressure by the 

business to declare 

everything “low 

risk”

Same controls for different risk 

situations eg PEP vs client using 

Monero – desire to streamline 

and harmonise as much as 

possible

The risk grading must 

cross over to the 

transaction 

monitoring – very 

often it is ignored

Not kept updated –

using out of date and 

flawed risk 

assessments is a 

recipe for disaster

Supporting lists eg

jurisdictional lists 

must be updated

New product 

assessments are not 

carried out

Original rating becomes 

sacrosanct and is not 

updated to reflect the TRUE 

activity

It’s not an option to 

have everything high 

risk or low risk
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